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. ,'ScienCe and technology, which onceqtriouih4 the United States and,

.

-. '

..

other Odustrialize.,0 cauntiies of...= worfd unprecedented energy resources'
..,

.., ., -

and financial rewards; have begun ealize flat poliNicsand not,the
.

,. 4 4.

;'. ,
scientifl.c methodvi).1 depermine t e quality of Life in the 21st century;

4111...' ,

,,. - -

find it' dtfficule to *present
. o. ,ce ,

tOclear 1557ier in a way` that will

-.allow students to make informed,deciSions and judgements onithiS issue.
. ,

. .

There is a need for 'unity'inAe science and social science fields, and
.

.21,

,

.presentation_of- material Sli,an objectivelay incorpbrating both "scientific
. , .

t

and,soci:ological aspects: Student need to make crititcal
o
thinking and

logic.a standard in dealing with conflicting information. Major issues

and arguments on nuclear power are presented, with possible classroom -

.

. .

activities and resources cited.,
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A NEED*FOR,UNITY IN A,CHANGING WORLD

A
Science and technology, which once brought the United States and

\.,

other industrialized.countries of the world unprecedented energy resources
N.

)
,

\,,,

.
\\

and financial rewards, have begun to realize that politics and not the
.

scientific method will deterMine the quality of life,in the 21st century.

1.-.
-:: , ..-

- ..

Nuclear.
. .

Nuclea power, as,one source of energy for the past 2 years since-the
.

. f

ft

a

development Of the'first commercial reactor at.Shippingport,:Fehnsylv4hia,
/

has become a volatile issue in ,the Umj:ted States and'VorlaWide:..

What responsibility do educators havd in presenting energy,iss Ues such
#

as nuclear power in the classroom? This,paper will focus on nuclear power,
.

the .liallertges it presents to educators at Alf levels in the field in

preparing and presenting information in the classroom. This paper will cover

two specific disciplines -- science and social studies.

Nuclear power in the cla4sroom has'had a relatively short history in
.

the annals of education and has been traditionally considered apart of the

science curriculum for decades.

Historically, science educators, according .to the a-esUrts of a five

year study by the National Science Foundation (NSF)
1

, heveoreacted to the

task of teaching science and'technology from a "purist" point-of view. ,This

view as NSF reported caused students to "not le'arn ehe relationship between

,

science'and technology, hence as future citizens they were unaware ,of

the rolds that research and development play.in an industrial nation and

trade-offs and side effects that would affect'them individ5ially and'
A .

2
.collectively.

"
This was evident with the-curriculum 'projects orth.N1960s

The interest during'that decade was to train j toungsterg to Vecome..

sophisticated professional scientists who could advance technologies
.
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related to nuclear energy, space exploratidn, and oceanography that would

enhance defense systems and national security.

In the social stu dies., however, nuclear power has. not been given much:

°

space initsccurriculum until recently. College and high school textbooks

d
relationshipspent most of, their space on nuclear pqwer's elationship to-weaponry, sub,

marine and warship' utilization, and other 4efense.or military history including

the devastation at Hiroshima and Nagasaki:

Historically, the social studies field found itself also respondirig

to"governmental_intevedpion and. the pressure td make the public education

systet an instrument of social teform.. ..
"3

Besides governmental pressures

dictating curriculum, other,forces were at work in our school, curricula such

as "currents and counter currents including liberal and conservative

ideologies, innovators, and traditionalists, accountability,edherents,

promoters of management by objectives,,elitist versus populist philosophies,

and advocates of technolpgical applications to tducation,
4

What then has
. -

this done to educators in terms of bringing controversial,is6ues into the

classroom? t

Social studies educators reported in the NSF study that dealing wil'th

controversial issues in the, classroom is a particularly significarit

problem. This problem has been based on their sensitivity to local'feelings'

and valuesa sense -that communities expected their teachers would "pa4s 9n

knowledge accumulated by others, rather than encouraging students to raise

creative challenges or think critically. "5 This sensitivity to'controversial

issues has important ramifications to the role of "socialization" in our

schobls. A problem exists when controversy, surfaces in identifying

_

norms or goals in respect to nuclear energy you'd be presdnted:'If 'social°

Studieg has'Been identified as "perhaps the closest thing to 'Araue'education'
I

4
'

if
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which exists in,the regular curriculum of the oublic schools today,6! , then

the role and responsibility of the-educator in presenting the nuclear power
1

information in an Objective manner is paramount.

. -

The task'then of presenting materials in an objective a mariner as

possible and making science more social oriented seems enormous. The key,

however', to enacting objectivity through increased' cognitive skill develop-

ment and becoming more socially oriented involving the affective domain of

_learning may be found in greaterearticulatidn of programs encouraging

team teaching, and inservice training throughoUt elementary and secondary

education.
7

Throtigh an articulated program and a network of educators at

4

all levels, .curriculum infusion of energy education programs such as nuclear'

,power, can make the 14nterconneftion" possible.

)Dealing'with Conflicting Information .

,

When educatorseducators are confronted with conflicting information on nuclear
....

issues, the task of'designing a class or series of classes that will increase

students'-understanding of the nuclear issues may appear to be impossible.

.

When designing a cla %s on controversial iss4es.the educator must be aware
. . ,

that accuracy of informational content needs to be considered from two

perspectfVes. These- perspectivestare the correctness of the information and

the intellectual honesty, with which this informationlis presented.
8

Zhe

correctness Of information 4s relatively easy to verify through experts
o

. from the relative disciplines. For.example, 4he average background dose

rate to an in the U.S. is. about 100 millirems per year, and

. -t,,, . .

this informotion cap. be confirmed easilyfrom many sources. However, the
. .

. .
. ..,

perspectiGe of tntellectdal hdnesty of informational content is more subtle.

. 4, 1, /
Students must beiMade-aware.ofo'the fact that some of the. information

. .

,
.

/ . presentedIfs,tentative, incomplete Or based upon certain assumptions which

V , -\ - '
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ar6 unproved. An example of this is the area of low level radiatidn. The
, .

student hears from one "expert" that low level radiation is not hazardous
',. *

w '4,
and hears 'frr om another "expert" that low leyel radiation is hazardous.

,
.

The intellectually honest answer to the questions of the health Jiazards

of low level radiation is that the information available in this area is 4

incompleie9. After being ihformed of this fact, students should then be

allowed to oiiTaluate the evidence and premises that lead to the' conclusion ,

that low level radiation is either hazardous or not. At this point students
. ,

must apply,crittcal thinking guidelines and the_use of logic. For example,
,

.
ile'0.....- 6

they can be asked, "Have arguments presented on either side of the nuclear

issue contained information fallacies of relevance or ambiguity such as appeal.'
.

c '7'
IP

to pity, hasty generalization, begging the question, or fallacy of accent ?"

Major Issues acrd Arguments

fore designing g class or series of classes on nuclear issues the class-

room teacher should know the major issues surrounding the nuclear debate

and some of the arguments on both sides of the issues so het. information

and activities can focuslbn these major points. Major issues in this

case are defined,as those issues which are most frequently debated in the

United States but are relevant to.the rest of the world as wel1.11

Issue #1: Nuclear Safety

,Basis for Concern: In the fission process large amounts of radipactive

. .

fission' prOducts are produced. Safety systems have been designed in order

)
i

-

to prevent the accidentalescape of these fission products into the environ-
4, .

. .
,

ment. The public concern"' is whether Or not these systems will work and protect

the public from significant radiation exposune due td,,, serious commercial

reactor accident.

Nuclear Advocates Say:
13

The excellent safety kcord of the duclear ,

power reaotors. to date demonstrates the safety of nuclear powel-:' Even °

$-
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with the Three Mile Island accident (the most serious commercial nuclear

reactor accident) no member of the public has ever been killed-or injured

because of a nuclear power plant accident., Improvements in safety designs
4 0

ver the years, with redundant backup systems and defense 'in depth concepts

sed in reactor safety, systems, makes the probability of a major accident

extremely small as demonstrated in WASH-1400.
14

Nuclear Adversaries Say:
15

Even though there has not been a

catastrophic nuclear plant accident, there have been many close calls and

its only a matter of rime before one of these problems result in a single

.nuclear accident that could result in thousands of deaths and'injuries and

contaminating a land area the size of Maryland. Small deficiencies in

many areas of a nuclear plant combine to make the system unsafe. The

numbers given, by WASH-1400 for long term.latent cancers and genetic

defects for*a particular acdident were underestimated by a factor of 50.

Issue 4 #2: Health Impact
.

Basis for Concern:. There are several different operations in the

16

propLiion of electricity from nuclear power that can result in radiation

6 0
expogure to memgers of the public. This series of operations is referred

to as the Uranium Fuel Cycle which includes mining and milling, fuel

enrichment, fuel fabrication, power production, and radioactive waste

disposal.

Nuclear Advocates Say: Radiation exposure to the public from nuclear

power production.is small when compared to exposure from natural background

radiation. The health effects of nuclear power are less than the health

effects of other energy alternatives such as 'coal.

Nuclear Adversaries Say: There is no safe level of radiation

exposure. The health comparisons between nuclear and coal-fired generators

-6-
o'
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focus On emissions from the stack of coal-fired generators ignoring hazardous

radiation releases from other parts of the fuel Cycle.

Issue 0 #3: Nuclear Waste Management

Basfs fOr Concern: Radi \active waste is the inevitable by-product

of the generation of electricity by nuclear reactors. The intensity of the

radioactivity present is very high. Immediately at reactor shutdown, a ton

of spent fuel contains about 300 million curies of activity. Commercial waste.

is presently being stored as spent fuel assemblies, most of it in watert

cooled facilities at the reactor sites where it was gener ted..-

Nuclear Advocates Say: There are several adequate technical alternatives,

for storage of nuclear waste. If the spent fuel now being stored at

the reactor sites were reprocessed, the more troublesothe and longer lived

radioactive species coal be'spearated and reusedfor energy production,

while the volume of the radioactive wasie,material to be stored would be

.reduced considerably. The most suitable repository for long term radioactive,

waste storage is in stable geologic formations which are known to have been

unchanged for thousands or millions of years.

Nuclear Adversaries Say: There is no'-agreed upon safe way to isolte

radioactive materials from the environment for thousands Of years, a time

,sparr_lenger than human civilization. Nuclear storage facilities have had a

hard time pyotecting wastes from the environment for even a decade. Lladio-

active wastes are a dangerous end to the fuel cycle, they are toxic. Once

released into the environment, they contaminate land and w ter virtually

"forever." %ti J

Issue #4: Economicsof Nuclear Power

Basis fOr Concern:
.

The consumer is experiencing increases in the costs

f nuclear power plant construction and electri ity produced by nuclear power

lanta,

(
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Nuclear Advocates Say: The cost of all forMs of energy is growing and

nucleapower is still thebest bargain for producing electricty'in most,

parts of the country lhen all factors are considered. Costs for nuclear

_power 'Auld be reduced if regulatory delays were reduced and if the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission would streamline the licensing process for nuclear power

plants.

Nuclear Adversaries Shay: The cost of nuclear power is growing at a

faster rate than tether ene gy,alternatiyes due to the rifing cost -of

. .

, construction and operation, and low capacity factors. The nuclear industry

C
would'not have 4eveloped without,enormous government subsidies.

*Issue -#5: Need for Nuclear Power

Basis for Concern: Conservation acid other energy sources. such as solar,

geothermal, fusion, eta. may be able to replace nuclear power. Presently
. *. ,

it is unclear whether or not these sources will be able to provide enough

energy to satisfy energy needs in the face of diMinishing fossil fuel resources.

Nuclear Advocates Say: Although cdriservatidn will help reduce

'energy growth there still will be a need to further develop existing energy

technologies such .as nuclear power to piovide agergy'needs while other energy

techhologies are being developed. Even with a large national commitment to

new energy technology research it will take 20-30 years for successful

development and comme?cialization5

Nuclear Adversaries Say: There is'no need for nuclear power.

lob

With immediate changes in America's energy,wasteful lifestyles enough energy

can be saved to make nuclear power unnecessary. If nuclear power dev.elopment

Were curtailed or stopped entirelya4/the'same funding applied to develop-

ment of alternatives; such as Clar pnerg these energy alternatives could

begin producing a significant part of the .S. energy supply in a very short

period of time.

4 -8-
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Issue. 1E6: Nuclear Proliferation
.

..,

Basis'for Concern: Nuclear ;Actors use fissionable uranium and

produce plutonium. .If properly processed; these materia;s can be used to

proddte nuclear weapons.

Nuclear AdvocatesAay: Intoday's world,any country, that wants to

'-
deviDlop a nuclea weapon cav* do so with or without a commercial nuclear

power industry. Thus fa r,,nations\who have developed nuclear weapons have

done'so by easier and faster means than processing fuelfrom a commercial

reactor. Participation in international agreements and having adequate

amounts o energy available. for economid growth are the only'ways of

redilcingthe spread of nuclear weapons.
No

Nucler Adversaries Say: The spread of commercial nuclear power

technoldgy cart' only lead to more countries developing nuclear weapons. Due

to the proliferation of atomic reactors, about 30 countries have plutonium

that could be used in bombs. Half of these countries haye refused to sign

the 1970 International Treaty do Non-Proliferation, thus exempting them

from even the limited oversight of the IAEA.
17 .',

In additiontOsthe major issues, qome other isses that energy, educators
. , ., . .

.. should be aware,cf which often become part of the inudlear debate include,,

nuclear reactor siting, Price-Anderson Act,'
18

terrorism, decommissioning of
1

"
. r

.nuclear reactors, availability of uranium supplies, transportation of

'nuclear materials, breeder reactors, licensing and regulation of nuclear

power plants and othernuclear facilities, morality of nuclear power, "hard"

versus "soft" energy technologies and issues, of importance to the local

community.

Classroom Resources

In developing a strategy for presenting these nuclear issues in the

'classroom there are a variety of available resources that the classroom

(-1
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teacher can use. These resources vary from a one year course on nuclear'

.
.

science
19 to,flassep designed by other teacheis, such as debates,

2
a.\
,-

'
.

, , . . .

22.
siMulations,

21
creative dramatics.- and others.

23
This points to the

. . .

,- .

important role the teacher must play in this entire process, ncluding ether,

petple who impact on him or her at different stages of.that role such 4as,
. .

. .
. ,

teacher- educators, administration, support supervcsory people, print and

'non-print producefs/publishers of resource materials, inservice training

personnel, te'acher-peers, parents and'the. students. It is the teacher who

will really make the differepce in students, "who are forte any one year most

,

dibpendelyt on what that, teacher believes; knows, and doesland doesn'l believe, _

,poesn'tknow, and doesn't do: _FOr essentially all...learned in the ;school,
.

the eeacher is the eglabler, the inspiration, and the .constraint."
24

.
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